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Introduction;

In all the years healthcare's been debated in Washington, even going back to

Hillarycare in 1993, the notion of health itself hasn't surfaced in the related arena

of political ideas. We hear about costs like they're fixed as if our political and

health leaders don't know that less sick people means less healthcare costs. You

see if everyone had insurance that nobody uses, premiums, copay’s, and

deductibles would go way down. From there, if we allowed a few sick people so

physicians don’t forget how to treat them, they’d get very special attention from

the whole industry because it would be their only chance to ply their trade. The

point is less sick people means less cost and better treatment.

I brought this up in passing with a health practitioner at a hospital in Philadelphia

the other day. She immediately leaped to the conclusion “ah yes, preventive

medicine, we can always use more of that”. Well yeah, that’s good, sounds great

even, but that's not what I meant. What I was referring to is poisoning the

American people for profit, to wit, stop poisoning us so we get less sick. Ain't

rocket science, not even science if you think about it, more like simple logic,

common sense, so simple it makes my brain hurt.

When I say the fact that we don’t approach it from that direction makes it look

like a conspiracy to make us sick for profit and high minded people get twitchy,

well yeah, ok, so you own a major portion of a tobacco company's stock while

also investing in lung cancer research. I believe who I'm talking about is the

legendary 1% who own the lion's share of stock in everything. You can say since

they invest in everything, so we can't hold them responsible for fallout from

products they're only trying to make money from. Ahh, but what about boards of

directors, how many do they sit on, or have people who answer to them sitting

on.

Like with tobacco, they add nicotine and other chemicals to tobacco. Tobacco by

itself is not near as dangerous as when they get through with it. Do you know

straight tobacco’s nicotine only enters the bloodstream while the nicotine they

add to it forces its way into the nervous system and brain making it far more

addictive and dangerous? Or that when cigarette sales go down, they add more

nicotine so existing smokers pick up the slack by becoming even more addicted.

It also makes second hand smoke that much more dangerous.

This all came out in the 90's, there were lawsuits, tobacco companies were

forced to pay billions to, of all people, governments who should have prevented

them from doing any of it. After that they were allowed to go back to business as

usual.

This is how the system really works. In 1990, a Clean Air Act (CAA) was passed

requiring nationwide use of a gasoline additive called MTBE (ether/ methanol

blend). MTBE was known then to pollute groundwater while worsening air

quality. These dangers were well known in the CAA debate. When

environmentalist groups balked at using a gasoline additive that would pollute
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air and water nationwide, it won them a seat at a negotiation that ended with a

278 million dollar slush fund being set up by Enron and related MTBE interests

to support environmentalism. After that, MTBE had their support.

Yes, that's what I said, we were sold out, even worse, groups accepting that

money were required to allow the donors to appoint their own seats on boards of

directors. Since this was all done very hush hush, even to this day, the green

movement has no idea in its lower ranks who's running the game and how they

got there. My point is just like with tobacco, there’s always a telltale left behind

about how the game really works, you just have to find it for yourself because no

one “in the know” will tell you the truth about it.

MTBE was made a federal requirement. That didn't mean the mandate would

ever make it to market. It was lobbied for by Enron and had merely crossed the

first hurdle. The truth is there was nothing stopping the oil industry from adding

it to gasoline on their own. They’d done it years before with disastrous results

polluting groundwater in California. That's what the mandate was for, because

the oil industry wouldn't use it for fear of lawsuits. That's what I mean by them,

whoever “they” are, to stop poisoning us. It's a mentality, such as “we can't do it

for fear of lawsuits” verses “we can't do it because it poisons land and people,

we’ll simple have to find a better way”.

I don't mean companies should police themselves, nor that we trust agencies like

the EPA who oversee the MTBE mandate. They were in Enron's pocket. Now

they're in the ethanol industry's pocket. Like with the war on drugs, we created

the DEA to fight it only to find out if they win, they all lose their jobs. So they

do what all self-respecting government agencies do, they make the problem they

were created to solve worse so their budgets balloon out of control, thus making

them so powerful no one can ever get rid of them.

I'm thinking more along the lines of a new main street spirited mentality that

instills values like “we can't do it because it poisons people, and if we do it

anyway, “they” (the other they, meaning us), will break out the pitchforks and

axes”. What we rather do is offer poisoners the opportunity to bribe our public

officials through the political system to tell us everything is fine, then we believe

them. So it's pretty hard to figure who's to blame here, I guess everyone on all

sides of the equation, them for wanting to poison us, and us for forgetting what

shovels and pitchfork are for.

Lying to us is easily accomplished for another reason. We lie to ourselves

through apathy while calling it trust. They lie back through the mainstream news

media owned by, nope, not a bunch of left wing socialists who saved their food

stamps until they could afford to buy hundreds of billions of dollars’ worth of

news sources, but the same 1% buying stock in tobacco companies and lung

cancer research. You might say it has to be a left wing conspiracy because

Hillary and Obama want to nationalize free market medicine. But if you cut

through the right wing blitz of the issue, you'll quickly find socialized medicine

is a booming victory for the medical and insurance industry, also capitalism. This
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